The Electrogeloz Bercy obtains the certification
And the Electrogeloz Group continues its environmental approach

Paris, 3rd January 2013 – In line with Electrogeloz Group’s policy linked to sustainable development, the
Electrogeloz Bercy site obtained the PEFC certification in December 2012.
This PEFC eco-label was created from European initiative of professionals in the forest and wood industry. This logo
indicates that the fibrous material used in our paper comes from sustainable generated forests.
For many years, the Electrogeloz Group has been committed to a quality approach by mobilizing significant financial
and human resources. To make its actions more noticeable, efforts were concentrated on the quality of its services
and its eco responsibility by setting up a management system that is measurable and permanent.

The Electrogeloz Group, a company committed to environmental protection
1995 : Techniplan is the first reprographist to be ISO 9001 certified, then in 2000, the Defigraph site
2011 : In the constant effort to reduce its environmental impact, Electrogeloz Bercy obtained the ISO 9001 and
14001 standards. First digital printer to obtain this certification.
2007 : All the production sites in digital printing were the first to get the Imprim’vert brand
2009 : Electrogeloz is the first digital service provider in France to undertake a Bilan Carbone® for each of its
production sites
« As a service provider, we should offer reliable, fast, scalable and above all eco-friendly services. If meeting the
requirements of our customers, is a first step “logic is necessary” for the survival of the company, then obtaining
“total satisfaction” (customers, partners, employees) on the other hand brings added value that exceeds the simple
economical fact» said the General Director of Electrogeloz
1. The ISO 9001 standard is an international standard that specifies the basic requirements to be met the
quality management system “SMQ” of a company or organization.
2. The ISO 14001 standard is an international management system benchmark recognized for the
environmental management system. Based on the principle of continuous improvement, it has the
commitment to identify and reduce the environmental impact of companies.
3. The Imprim’vert Brand is a willingness of all stakeholders in the Graphic industries to reduce environmental
impacts associated with the printing activities through a national network supporting printers without their
environmental approach, a commitment to result guaranteed by unique national specifications and usage
regulations of the brand.

About Electrogeloz - www.electrogeloz.com
Founded in 1946, Electrogeloz is a family business specializing in solutions for digital printing and document management
services that covers its wide range of services for printing documents (digital prints from small to large format, binding, shaping,
posters, map…). The Electrogeloz group is present troughout the national territory with 6 subsidiaries, 9 independent and
complementary production sites and its Electrogeloz Cerle Partner’s.
With a turnover of €26 million euros in 2012, Electrogeloz employs 250 specialists in digital printing and computer graphics who
meet the needs of 1,500 customers.
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